
Your benefits with CV precious
Safe, reliable and discrete operations at every step 
of the way

Temperature controlled and individualized loading 
supervision to protect your cargo from damage and 
theft

Ready built ULD’s artworks containers loaded onto 
the aircraft under the supervision of a ‘courier’

Temperature controlled, shock and tilt sensitive 
containers can be used to transport high-tech 
commodities (semi-conductor machinery or wafer 
steppers) in a safe and reliable way. Unusual 
loading requirements are discussed and mapped 
out with the customer and enforced throughout the 
transportation chain on the ground and in the air

Strict separation of artworks from dangerous 
goods, liquids or any other critical freight

Immediate off-loading of artworks after landing and 
direct transfer to secured cells wherever applicable

Safe Handling on the ground and in the air.
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handle them with
care and expertise
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Safe Handling on
the ground and in the air
Versed in the art of air cargo, Cargolux is your privileged airfreight partner to ship all kinds of artworks across 
the globe.
As a longstanding partner of renowned galleries and cultural institutions, Cargolux does not only meet the 
highest security standards, it sets them!
The variety of artworks or high-precision machineries require, not only very special high-quality packaging, but 
also special handling during the entire transportation process!

independently controlled temperature zones
to ensure an appropriate environment for 
your temperature sensitive art shipment
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The availability of specific conditions and requirements for your particular routing need to be confirmed with your local Cargolux contact. 

 

A dedicated Team

Cross-divisional experts that plan, guide and supervize 

the transportation of your precious shipment, available 

network-wide and 24/7. 

The Cargolux advantage
Dedicated fleet of modern 747-8 and 747-400 
freighters designed to accomodate all types of 
commodities on the same flight

A large portfolio of worldwide scheduled, charter 
and interline destinations

Non-stop long haul flights

More than 85 offices in over 55 countries worldwide

Europe’s largest road feeder network to deliver 
intercontinental airfreight to and from Luxembourg

Worldwide overroad carriage to connect our online 
gateways to final destinations.

Consistent handling standards worldwide with a 
global network of partners

High-quality service offering at our hub in 
Luxembourg, one of Europe’s most advanced and 
best equipped airfreight handling centers

Automated shipment tracking and tracing on our 
website and on mobile devices

supporting a
paperless industry 

Watch our CV precious video!


